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ABSTRACT
Planet formation models begin with proto-embryos and planetesimals already fully formed, missing out a crucial step, the
formation of planetesimals/proto-embryos. In this work, we include prescriptions for planetesimal and proto-embryo formation
arising from pebbles becoming trapped in short-lived pressure bumps, in thermally evolving viscous discs to examine the sizes
and distributions of proto-embryos and planetesimals throughout the disc. We find that planetesimal sizes increase with orbital
distance, from ∼10 km close to the star to hundreds of kilometres further away. Proto-embryo masses are also found to increase
with orbital radius, ranging from 10−6 M⊕ around the iceline, to 10−3 M⊕ near the orbit of Pluto. We include prescriptions
for pebble and planetesimal accretion to examine the masses that proto-embryos can attain. Close to the star, planetesimal
accretion is efficient due to small planetesimals, whilst pebble accretion is efficient where pebble sizes are fragmentation limited,
but inefficient when drift dominated due to low accretion rates before the pebble supply diminishes. Exterior to the iceline,
planetesimal accretion becomes inefficient due to increasing planetesimal eccentricities, whilst pebble accretion becomes more
efficient as the initial proto-embryo masses increase, allowing them to significantly grow before the pebble supply is depleted.
Combining both scenarios allows for more massive proto-embryos at larger distances, since the accretion of planetesimals
allows pebble accretion to become more efficient, allowing giant planet cores to form at distances upto 10 au. By including more
realistic initial proto-embryo and planetesimal sizes, as well as combined accretion scenarios, should allow for a more complete
understanding in the beginning to end process of how planets and planetary systems form.
Key words: protoplanetary discs – planets and satellites: formation.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
With the number of exoplanets discovered now exceeding 4000 (e.g.
Winn & Fabrycky 2015), understanding their formation is one of
the key problems in astrophysics. Not only should planet formation
models be able to reproduce the occurrence rates of planets but also
the diversity. This diversity, ranging from terrestrial and super-Earth
mass planets in and out of resonance (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016;
Gillon et al. 2017; Damasso et al. 2020) to hot and cold Jupiters
(Mayor & Queloz 1995; Robertson et al. 2012) would also need to
be explained in these models.
Traditionally within the core accretion model, it was thought
that planets formed through the accretion of planetesimals (Pollack
et al. 1996), however, this method of accretion was an issue for
forming giant planets since the time-scales for formation, were
typically longer than observed disc lifetimes (Haisch, Lada & Lada
2001; Mamajek 2009; Ribas et al. 2014). This was especially a
problem when using 100-km planetesimals, thought to be the original
planetesimal size based on planetesimal formation models (Youdin
& Goodman 2005; Johansen et al. 2007; Johansen, Youdin & Klahr
2009a; Bai & Stone 2010) as well as observations of the Solar system
(Morbidelli et al. 2009; Delbo et al. 2017). The way that many authors
got around this problem was with the use of smaller planetesimals
 E-mail: gavin.coleman@qmul.ac.uk
that allowed for much more efficient accretion rates (e.g. Alibert
et al. 2006; Ida, Lin & Nagasawa 2013; Mordasini et al. 2015;
Coleman & Nelson 2014, 2016a,b). Whilst smaller planetesimals
gave more favourable accretion time-scales, the question always
remained as to how the planetesimals and protoplanets formed with
their initial sizes, given that theory and observations point towards
larger planetesimal sizes.
More recently, in response to the time-scale issues of planetesimal
accretion, a different accretion regime appeared. This new regime
involved planetary cores accreting pebbles as they drifted past the
planet (Ormel & Klahr 2010; Lambrechts & Johansen 2012). Since
pebbles are much smaller in size, they could then be easily accreted
by the planetary cores, resulting in much faster formation time-
scales. This then led to numerous works that aimed to explain
the observed exoplanet populations and their formation pathways
(Bitsch, Lambrechts & Johansen 2015; Bitsch, Raymond & Izidoro
2019; Lambrechts et al. 2019).
Another question remains is as to how/whether pebble and
planetesimal accretion scenarios can work in tandem within global
disc models. Recently numerous papers have directly compared
pebble and planetesimal accretion scenarios in terms of the types
of planets and planetary systems that arise from each. Coleman
et al. (2017a, 2019) found that both scenarios formed remarkably
similar planetary systems around low-mass stars such as Proxima
Centauri and TRAPPIST-1. These similarities included, planetary
masses and periods, resonances between neighbouring planets, and
C© 2021 The Author(s)
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general observability of the systems. More recently Brügger et al.
(2020) examined the outcomes of single-planet populations around
Solar mass stars, finding that the planetesimal accretion scenario
forms more giant planets, whilst the pebble accretion scenario forms
more super-Earths. This was found to be due to gas accretion being
inhibited before the planets reached the pebble isolation mass, as
a result of high solid accretion rates limiting the amount of gas
that could be accreted. This stopped the planets from being able to
undergo runaway gas accretion, as because they grew early in the disc
lifetime, migration forces were considerably stronger resulting in the
planets migrating into the inner disc near to the central star before
substantial gas envelopes were accreted. The planetesimal accretion
scenario did not have this problem since the weaker solid accretion
rate allowed the planets to grow more slowly, resulting in weaker
migration forces when migration becomes a more dominant process
for those planets evolutions. The weaker solid accretion also allowed
for a larger envelope to be retained by the planet whilst it was still
low in mass, which then allowed the planet to accrete significant
amounts of gas later in the disc lifetime, and undergo runaway gas
accretion before fully migrating near to the central star.
Whilst the differences between the two scenarios have been
compared, the similarity that these works contain, is that the initial
embryos that become planets are typically much larger than what
is thought to form through gravitational collapse following for
example the streaming instability (Johansen et al. 2007). Planetes-
imal accretion models, typically use embryos of at least a Lunar
mass (0.0123 M⊕), whilst the pebble accretion models typically
begin with embryos at the transition mass, which increases with
orbital distance and typically ranges from 10−3 to 10−1 M⊕. In
all of these cases, the initial embryos are much more massive
than the characteristic size of the planetesimals that form through
gravitational collapse, approximately a few hundred kilometres
(Johansen, Youdin & Lithwick 2012; Johansen et al. 2015; Simon
et al. 2016, 2017; Schäfer, Yang & Johansen 2017; Abod et al.
2019). Planetesimal accretion models also assume the planetesimal
surface densities follow a specific profile from the start of the
disc lifetime, and as such do not account for the formation of
planetesimals.
To account for this disparity in size and mass between initial
embryos and the formed planetesimals, pebble, and planetesimal
models assume that a period of runaway and subsequently oligarchic
growth had occurred for the planetesimals that formed, allowing
them to reach the initial embryo masses. For the more massive
planetesimals that form, they are able to grow significantly faster than
their less massive counterparts, due to gravitational focusing as their
collisional cross-sections are increased by a factor
√
1 + v2esc/v2rel,
where vesc is the escape velocity from the more massive body and
vrel is the relative velocity of the planetesimals. Once a small number
of bodies become considerably more massive than the rest, such
that their escape velocities dominate the average velocity in the
disc, they undergo runaway growth quickly doubling their mass
(Wetherill & Stewart 1989, 1993; Kokubo & Ida 1996). Within the
runaway growth regime, the doubling time is proportional to M−1/3p ,
and continues until the more massive planetesimals begin to stir the
velocity dispersion of the remaining planetesimals in the disc, such
that vesc ∼ vrel. This regime is known as ‘oligarchic growth’ (Kokubo
& Ida 1998). When large planetesimals become oligarchs, they no
longer undergo runaway growth since the gravitational focusing
effect is less efficient (Kokubo & Ida 1998). In this regime, the
mass doubling time is proportional to M1/3p , slower than the runaway
growth phase for the more massive bodies, and so the planetary
embryos grow by accreting material in their feeding zones. It is at
this point of the planetesimals growth that most works consider these
objects as their initial planetary embryos.
Recently, Lenz, Klahr & Birnstiel (2019) developed a method for
planetesimal formation throughout a disc based on the evolution of
dust and pebbles in the disc (Birnstiel, Dullemond & Brauer 2010).
They assume that short-lived pressure bumps formed throughout the
disc, akin to zonal flows (Johansen et al. 2012; Dittrich, Klahr &
Johansen 2013; Bai & Stone 2014), and were able to trap dust and
pebbles. Once the dust-to-gas ratio exceeded unity and assuming that
the pebble density was larger than the Roche density, then the trapped
solids could undergo gravitational collapse forming planetesimals.
With this method accounting for planetesimal formation throughout
the disc, it has significant advantages for planet formation over works
that form planetesimals at specific locations of the disc (e.g. the water
iceline: Drążkowska & Alibert 2017; Liu, Ormel & Johansen 2019).
In this work, we examine the masses and sizes of proto-
embryos and planetesimals that form throughout an evolving pro-
toplanetary disc. We then examine the accretion trajectories of the
formed proto-embryos in the pebble accretion and planetesimal
accretion scenarios, as well as a combined scenario where proto-
embryos can accrete pebbles and planetesimals concurrently. The
aim here is to examine what types of proto-embryos form throughout
the disc, and whether there are preferential regions where pebble or
planetesimal accretion dominate their evolution. This model could
then be included in full planet formation simulations, giving more
self-consistent initial conditions for the planetesimals and embryos in
protoplanetary discs, that could then form the planets and planetary
systems similar to those observed to this day.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe
our 1D viscous disc model. Section 3 details how planetesimals are
formed from pebbles in our models. In Section 4, we specify the
properties of proto-embryos that form from the largest planetesimals
formed in Section 3. We examine different accretion regimes for the
newly formed proto-embryos in Section 5, and then we draw our
conclusions in Section 6.
2 PH Y S I C A L M O D E L
2.1 Gas disc
We adopt a 1D viscous disc model where the equilibrium temperature
is calculated by balancing irradiation heating from the central star,
background heating from the residual molecular cloud, viscous
heating and blackbody cooling. The surface density, , is evolving
















where dpedt is the rate change in surface density due to photoevapo-
rative winds, and ν is the disc viscosity (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973)
ν = αc2s /, (2)





Keplerian frequency and α is the viscosity parameter. As the disc
should be in thermal equilibrium, we use an iterative method to
solve the following equation D’Angelo & Marzari (2012)
Qirr + Qν + Qcloud − Qcool = 0, (3)
where Qirr is the radiative heating rate due to the central star, Qν is the
viscous heating rate per unit area of the disc, Qcloud is the radiative
heating due to the residual molecular cloud, and Qcool is the radiative
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cooling rate. For a Keplerian disc, the energy flux due to dissipation




The heating rate due to stellar irradiation is given by Menou &
Goodman (2004)









where τR and τ P are the optical depths due to the Rosseland and
Planck mean opacities, respectively (assumed to be equivalent in
this work). For the irradiation temperature, we take
Tirr =
(








Here, εalb is the disc albedo (taken to be 0.5), Tacc is the contribution
made to the irradiation temperature by the accretion of gas on to the
star, T∗ and R∗ are the stars effective temperature and radius, and WG
is a geometrical factor that determines the flux of radiation that is











as given by D’Angelo & Marzari (2012). The scale height of the disc
is denoted by H in the equation above and is equal to cs/. For Qcloud,
we have
Qcloud = 2σT 4cloud/τeff, (9)
where we take Tcloud as being equal to 10 K. For the cooling of the
disc, we have
Qcool = 2σT 4mid/τeff (10)
with Tmid being the disc mid-plane temperature.
2.1.1 Opacities
We take the opacity κ to be equal to the Rosseland mean opacity,
with the temperature and density dependencies calculated using the
formulae in Bell et al. (1997) for temperatures below 3730 K, and by




10−4T 2.1 T < 132 K
3T −0.01 132 ≤ T < 170 K
T −1.1 170 ≤ T < 375 K
5 × 104T −1.5 375 ≤ T < 390 K
0.1T 0.7 390 ≤ T < 580 K
2 × 1015T −5.2 580 ≤ T < 680 K
0.02T 0.8 680 ≤ T < 960 K
2 × 1081ρT −24 960 ≤ T < 1570 K
10−8ρ2/3T 3 1570 ≤ T < 3730 K
10−36ρ1/3T 10 3730 ≤ T < 10 000 K
1.5 × 1020ρT −2.5 10 000 ≤ T < 45 000 K
0.348 T ≥ 45 000 K
(11)
To account for changes in the disc metallicity, we multiply the opacity
by the dust contribution to the metallicity relative to solar.
1For the purpose of these equations, where the opacity is dependant on the
local gas density, a density of 10−9 g cm−3 is used to calculate the temperature
ranges where that opacity law is appropriate.
2.2 Photoevaporation
The absorption of UV radiation by the disc can heat the gas above
the local escape velocity, and hence drive photoevaporative winds.
For extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV), this creates a layer of
ionized hydrogen with temperature ∼10 000 K (Clarke, Gendrin &
Sotomayor 2001), whereas for far ultraviolet radiation (FUV), this
creates a neutral layer of dissociated hydrogen with temperature
of roughly 1000 K (Matsuyama, Johnstone & Hartmann 2003).
We incorporate both EUV radiation from the central star (internal
photoevaporation) and also FUV radiation from other nearby stars
(external photoevaporation). We do not include here the effects
of X-ray induced internal photoevaporation (e.g. Owen, Clarke &
Ercolano 2012), since they operate in the outer regions of the
disc, similar to those where external photoevaporation operates, and
with the interplay between internal and external photoevaporation
being poorly understood, we choose to leave the inclusion of both
effects to future work where we will examine the effects of different
values within the observed parameter space for both internal and
external photoevaporation rates. The effects of FUV radiation from
the central star are also neglected in this work, since it again operates
in a similar location to FUV external photoevaporation, which we
assume dominates the evolution of the disc in this region. Whilst
the internally originating FUV radiation is an important process,
those models also strongly dependent on the local disc properties,
e.g. the size of dust in the penetrated region of the disc (Gorti,
Hollenbach & Dullemond 2015), as well as complex photochemistry,
including the photo- and chromo-spheres of the central stars (Gorti &
Hollenbach 2009; Gorti, Dullemond & Hollenbach 2009). Including
such complex models is beyond the scope of this paper, and will be
subject to future work.
2.2.1 Internal photoevaporation
To account for the radiation from the central star we adopt the formula
provided by Dullemond et al. (2007) to calculate the rate at which
the surface density decreases due to this wind
dpe,int
dt


























Here, rg,euv is the characteristic radius beyond which gas becomes
unbound from the system as a result of the EUV radiation, which is
set to 10 au for Solar-mass stars, and f41 is the rate at which extreme
UV ionizing photons are emitted by the central star in units of 1041
s−1.
When the inner region of disc becomes optically thin, ionizing
photons can launch a wind off the inner edge of the disc, enhancing
the photoevaporation rate. The direct photoevaporation prescription
that we adopt is taken from Alexander & Armitage (2007, 2009),












Here, C2 = 0.235, αB is the Case B recombination coefficient for
atomic hydrogen at 104 K, having a value of αB = 2.6 × 10−19 m3 s−1
(Cox 2000), and rin is the radial location of the inner disc edge.
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2.2.2 External photoevaporation
In addition to EUV radiation from the central star photoevaporating
the protoplanetary disc, there is also a contribution from the discs
external environment. This is typically considered to be the radiation
that is emanating from newly formed stars, in particular young, hot,
massive stars that release vast amount of high-energy radiation.
Here, we include the effects of external photoevaporation due to
far-ultraviolet (FUV) radiation emanating from massive stars in the
vicinity of the discs (Matsuyama et al. 2003). This drives a wind
outside of the gravitational radius where the sound speed in the
heated layer is T ∼ 1000 K, denoted rg,fuv. This leads to a reduction











) r > β rg,fuv. (15)
where β = 0.14 (similar to Alexander & Pascucci 2012) gives
the effective gravitational radius that external photoevaporation
operates above. To ensure realistic disc lifetimes, we take the total
rate Ṁpe,ext to be equal to 10−7 M yr−1, consistent with the rates
found in Haworth et al. (2018) for discs around Solar mass stars
in low G0 environments. Note that by also modifying the viscous
alpha parameter, as well as the internal photoevaporation rate,
realistic disc lifetimes can be obtained with weaker/stronger external
photoevaporation rates.
2.3 Active turbulent region
Fully developed magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence is ex-
pected to arise in regions of the disc where the temperature exceeds
1000 K (Umebayashi & Nakano 1988; Desch & Turner 2015).
To account for the increased turbulent stress, we follow Coleman
& Nelson (2016a) in increasing the viscous α parameter when


















where ract represents the outermost radius with temperature greater
than 1000 K, αvisc is the α in the disc where the temperature is below
1000 K, and H(r) is the local disc scale height. This smooth transition
leads to a maximum αact in the hottest parts of the disc close to the
central star. The values we take for αvisc and αact in our simulations
are consistent with other works including an active region close to
the star (Flock et al. 2019), and can be found in Table 1.
2.4 Pebble model
To account for the pebbles in the disc, we implement the pebble
models of Lambrechts & Johansen (2012, 2014) into our simulations,
of which we briefly discuss below. As a protoplanetary disc evolves,
a pebble production front extends outwards from the centre of the
system as small pebbles and dust grains fall towards the disc mid-
plane, gradually growing in size. Once the pebbles that form reach
a sufficient size they begin to migrate inwards through the disc due
to aerodynamic drag. Following Lambrechts & Johansen (2014), the







Table 1. Disc and stellar model parameters.
Parameter Value
Disc inner boundary 0.04 au
Disc outer boundary 200 au
Disc mass 0.1 M∗
Initial g (1 au) 840 g cm−2
Initial surface density exponent −1
Metallicity 0.01
αvisc 1 × 10−3





Ṁpe,ext 10−7 M yr−1
where εd = 0.05 is a free parameter that depends on the growth
efficiency of pebbles, whilst Z0 is the solids-to-gas ratio. Since this
front moves outwards over time, this provides a constant mass flux
of inwardly drifting pebbles equal to:
Ṁflux = 2πrg drg
dt
Zpeb(rg)gas(rg), (18)
where Zpeb denotes the metallicity that is comprised solely of pebbles.
Combining the metallicity comprised solely of pebbles with that to
which contributes to the remaining dust in the disc, gives the total
metallicity of the system:
Z0 = Zpeb + Zdust. (19)
Here, we assume that 90 per cent of the total metallicity is converted
into pebbles, and that this ratio remains constant throughout the entire
disc lifetime. The remaining metallicity is locked up within small dust
grains that contribute to the opacity of the disc when calculating its
thermal structure, and again we assume this remains constant over
time. Assuming that the mass flux of pebbles originating from rg
is constant throughout the disc, we follow Lambrechts & Johansen




where vr is the radial velocity of the pebbles equal to
vr = 2 St
St2 + 1ηvK −
vr,gas
1 + St2 (21)
(Weidenschilling 1977; Nakagawa, Sekiya & Hayashi 1986), where
St is the Stokes number of the pebbles, vK is the local Keplerian
velocity, vr,gas is the gas radial velocity, and η is the dimensionless







where h is the local disc aspect ratio.
As pebbles drift inwards, eventually they cross the water iceline,
which we take as being where the local disc temperature is equal to
170 K. Since pebbles are mostly comprised of ice and silicates, when
they cross the iceline, the ices sublimate releasing trapped silicates,
reducing the mass and size of the remaining silicate pebbles. To
account for the sublimation of ices, of which we assume comprise
50 per cent of the pebble mass, we multiply the mass flux of pebbles
drifting through the disc at radial locations interior to the iceline by
a factor of 0.5 (Lambrechts, Johansen & Morbidelli 2014).
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Figure 1. Gas surface densities, temperatures, and aspect ratios after 0.1, 1, 3, and 5 Myr (top-bottom lines) of the fiducial protoplanetary disc.
2.5 Example of the disc evolution
Where the sections above outlined the ingredients of the physical
model, we now describe the evolution of the protoplanetary disc.
Table 1 gives the disc parameters used in the model. The disc had an
initial mass of 10 per cent that of the star, and with the parameters
used had a lifetime of 4.1 Myr, compatible with observed disc
lifetimes of between 3 and 10 Myr (Mamajek 2009; Ribas et al. 2014).
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the disc, with the disc surface density
profiles in the left-hand panel, temperature profiles in the middle
panel, and H/r profiles in the right-hand panel. As time progresses
the inner gas disc viscously accretes inwards and eventually on
to the central star, gradually reducing the surface density over
time as is seen by different temporal profiles in Fig. 1. The outer
disc viscously spreads outwards and is evaporated by high-energy
radiation emanating from external sources. This allows for the outer
edge of the disc to being able to be dynamically controlled by the
local viscosity and the external photoevaporation rate, as can be
seen by the yellow line in the left-hand panel of Fig. 1. Internal
photoevaporation from the central star also reduces the surface
density over the majority of the disc as it evolves. The dip in the
surface density profiles close to the inner edge of the disc (r ≤ 0.1 au)
are a result of the active turbulent region, where T > 1000 K causes
an increase in the viscosity. Over time, this region moves in towards
the central star as the reduction in surface density reduces the viscous
heating rate and opacity, as can be seen with the evolution of the
blue to the yellow lines. The turbulent region disappears when the
disc temperature no longer exceeds 1000 K anywhere in the disc,
as is shown by the yellow and purple lines in the middle plot
of Fig. 1. At the end of the disc lifetime, the outer edge of the
disc has receded to less than 2 au through the viscous accretion
of material towards the inner disc, and through outward viscous
spreading fuelling internal and external photoevaporative winds. For
these disc parameters, there is no inner hole that appears due to
internal photoevaporation in contrast to other works (Alexander &
Armitage 2007; Gorti et al. 2015; Coleman & Nelson 2016a). This
is due to the external photoevaporative exhausting the supply of gas
in the outer disc that for discs without external photoevaporation or
with a significantly weaker external rate, would continue to supply
sufficient gas for internal photoevaporation to eventually be able to
open a hole in the disc similar to previous works.
3 PEBBLES TO PLANETESIMALS
3.1 Conditions required for planetesimal formation
Now that Section 2 has outlined the gas and pebble model in the
disc, with Section 2.5 showing the gas disc’s evolution, we now
concentrate on the conversion of pebbles into planetesimals. It is
typically assumed that planetesimals form through the gravitational
collapse of smaller dust and pebbles, when the local particle density
exceeds the Roche density, which can occur when the dust-to-gas
ratio exceeds unity (Johansen et al. 2007, 2009a). One way of
achieving a dust-to-gas ratio of unity is to concentrate dust and
pebbles at pressure bumps in the disc. These pressure bumps have
been observed to form in numerous local (Johansen, Youdin & Mac
Low 2009b; Simon, Beckwith & Armitage 2012; Dittrich et al. 2013)
and global (Steinacker & Papaloizou 2002; Papaloizou & Nelson
2003; Fromang & Nelson 2006) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
simulations, and more recently in simulations including non-ideal
MHD effects (Bai & Stone 2014; Zhu et al. 2014; Béthune, Lesur
& Ferreira 2016). They typically arise from localized magnetic flux
concentration and the associated enhancement of magnetic stresses.
The main problem in forming the planetesimals is consistently
attaining locations in the disc where these pressure bumps form.
One such location is the water iceline, where the change in gas
opacities, and the local composition of the gas disc can create a
pressure bump (Drążkowska & Alibert 2017). However, forming
planetesimals at the water iceline does not explain the formation of
planetesimals at larger orbital radii, e.g. the Kuiper belt, nor does
it facilitate in the formation of planets further out in the disc, e.g.
Jupiter or Saturn. If there were significant outward migration in the
disc, then the problem of only forming planetesimals at the water
iceline could be overcome since the planetary cores could undergo
significant outward migration (Paardekooper 2014; McNally, Nelson
& Paardekooper 2018).
Whilst it may appear difficult to form long-lived pressure bumps
throughout the entire protoplanetary disc, it would be reasonable to
assume that short-lived local pressure bumps could form stochasti-
cally throughout the disc, enabling local dust-to-gas ratios to exceed
unity for short times only. This approach was recently examined by
Lenz et al. (2019) where they assumed that pressure bumps formed
throughout the protoplanetary disc, creating traps for solids that
would then collapse and form planetesimals. We follow the approach
of Lenz et al. (2019) in forming our planetesimals, and we outline
this approach below.
Whilst we assume that the pebble traps are forming throughout
the disc, they do possess a significant lifetime before they dissipate.
We take this lifetime to be equal to 100 local orbital periods, with
their formation/dissipation assumed to occur almost instantaneously.
Given that it takes significant time for all of the pebbles at a location
to fall to the mid-plane and begin drifting towards the centre of
the system, we only allow the pebble traps to begin converting the
trapped pebbles into planetesimals 100 local orbital periods after the
pebble growth front has reached a location r (equation 17). We then
only assume that a specific percentage of pebbles are trapped in the
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pebble traps, ε, with the remainder drifting past. This could be the
case if the pebble traps are not fully azimuthally encompassing, i.e.
vortices, and as such there are areas of the disc azimuthally that do




where τ 100 is equal to 100 local orbital periods, and l is the length-
scale over which planetesimal formation occurs within the pebble
trap, which we take to be equal to 0.01Hgas (Schreiber & Klahr 2018,
see their equation 3.40).
Just because the pebble traps are able to trap pebbles, this does
not necessarily mean that the planetesimals are able to form there.
For planetesimals to form through for example gravitational collapse
following the streaming instability, we assume that the local dust-
to-gas ratio at the disc mid-plane has to be equal to or exceed unity,
i.e. the dust density has to be greater than or equal to the gas density
at the disc mid-plane (Youdin & Goodman 2005). When the dust-
to-gas ratio exceeds unity, the growth rates of the fastest growing
modes significantly increase, allowing for particles to concentrate on
short time-scales, which could then undergo gravitational collapse.






where St is the Stokes number and assumed to be equal to
St = min ( Stdrift, Stfrag), (25)
where Stdrift is the drift-limited Stokes number that is obtained
through an equilibrium between the drift and growth of pebbles
to fit constraints of observations of pebbles in protoplanetary discs











As well as the drift-limited Stokes number, we also include the





where vfrag is the impact velocity required for fragmentation, which
we model as the smoothed function
vfrag
1 m s−1
= 100.5+0.5 tanh((r−rsnow)/5H). (28)
Then by equating the pebble density to the gas density, we derive







For gravitational collapse to be able to occur, trap ≥ SI.
A further condition for planetesimals to form through gravitational
collapse is that the local mid-plane density of pebbles has to be larger






When this condition is met, the self-gravity of the pebbles is
strong enough to overcome the Keplerian shear which leads to
the gravitational collapse of the pebbles (Goldreich & Ward 1973;
Johansen et al. 2014). Therefore with this criterion, it means that even
when the pebble density is greater than the gas density and stable
filaments are effectively formed, those filaments will not produce any
planetesimals unless ρp > ρRoche. Assuming that the pebble density
inside the filaments is proportional to the gas density, we have
ρp,SI = εRρgas (31)
with ρp,SI being the pebble density within a filament produced
by the streaming instability, ρgas being the gas mid-plane density,
and εR being an enhancement factor. As the streaming instability
concentrates the pebbles into denser and denser filaments, the value
of εR will increase such that εR 
 1 inside the filaments.
Recent studies have found varying values for εR with simulations
using different Stokes numbers, as well as local disc metallicities
Z = p/g. For particles of St = 0.3, and Z = 0.02, Johansen et al.
(2015) found a a local pebble enhancement of 104 times the local
gas density. Using smaller particles with St = 10−2 and St = 10−3
with Z = 0.02–0.04, Yang, Johansen & Carrera (2017) observed
concentrations between 10 and 103. More recently Carrera et al.
(2021) found concentrations of between 102 and 104 for Stokes
numbers ranging between 0.07 and 0.3 in discs with Z = 0.01.
Given that it is still unclear of how εR depends on the Stokes number
and the local disc metallicity, as well as possibly other simulation
parameters, we assume that εR to be equal to 104 as within our
simulations, the Stokes number typically ranges between 0.05 and
0.2.2
Therefore for planetesimals to be formed, we require trap ≥ SI,
that is when the pebble mid-plane density will be greater than the gas
mid-plane density, and εRρgas > ρRoche, that is the pebble mid-plane
density within a filament is greater than the Roche density. Once
these conditions are met, we then remove the mass of pebbles that
are converted to planetesimals and apply it to the formed planetesimal
surface density pltml
̇pltml(r) = trap t
τ100
, (32)
where t is the time-step. We then modify equation (18) to remove
the appropriate mass from the mass flux heading further downstream
in the system
Ṁflux = Ṁflux,0 − Ṁpltml (33)
before this mass flux is then used to calculate the local pebble surface
density (see equation 20), with Ṁflux,0 being the initial mass flux of
pebbles without the inclusion of planetesimal formation.
The profiles for the gas surface density gas, the surface density
required for gravitational collapse to occur SI, the surface density
of trapped pebbles trap and the resulting pebble surface density peb
are shown in Fig. 2 for our fiducial model. These profiles are shown
at a time of 0.1 Myr into the simulation. The pebble growth front,
rg is located at approximately 25 au at this time, and can be seen to
the far right of the pebble surface density profile. The sharp drop in
the pebble surface density just interior to that location is where the
pebbles are being converted to planetesimals on short time-scales at
one of the pebble traps. This can be seen where pebble trap surface
density (yellow line) is larger than the surface density required for
gravitational collapse to occur (red line). Moving inwards in the
disc, the pebble trap surface density now sharply drops due to the
reduction in the amount of pebbles that are available to be trapped.
2Note that taking εR = 103 yields negligible differences in our results, since
the Roche density criterion only becomes significant in the inner ∼few au of
the disc.
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Figure 2. Surface densities as a function of orbital distance after 0.1 Myr
for: gas (blue, top line), required solids surface density for the streaming
instability (equation 29, red line), amount of solids trapped in a short-lived
pressure bump (equation 23, yellow line), and pebble (purple, bottom line).
Figure 3. The final planetesimal surface densities for protoplanetary discs
of mass: 0.05 (blue line), 0.1 (red line), and 0.2 M (yellow line).
This continues all the way to the inner regions of the disc, with
the trapped pebbles unable to meet the conditions for gravitational
collapse. If at other times of the simulation, the pebble trap surface
density in the inner disc did exceed that required for gravitational
collapse, then a number of planetesimals would indeed be formed
at that location, even though the pebble growth front, and the main
planetesimal formation location may be much further away in the
outer regions of the disc.
Over time, the yellow, red, and purple profiles seen in Fig. 2 move
outwards as the pebble growth front progress further out into the
disc. With the reduction in the gas surface density over time, as
seen in Fig. 1, the profiles also decrease as time progresses due to the
reduction in pebbles formed over time. Eventually, the lack of pebbles
formed has an impact on the pebble trap surface density, where at no
locations is trap greater than SI, and as such no more planetesimals
are assembled. For our fiducial disc, this occurs after ∼0.3 Myr
with the pebble growth front being located exterior to 50 au. After
this, assuming no further gravitational collapses occur, and no
planetesimals are removed from the disc through accretion, drift or
ejection, then the planetesimal surface densities will remain constant.
Fig. 3 shows the planetesimal surface densities for our fiducial disc
(red line) as well as for discs with masses equal to 0.05 (blue line) and
0.2 M (yellow line). The dips located between 0.5 and 2 au in the
disc profiles show the location of the water iceline in the respective
models, situated at larger orbital radii in the more massive discs due
Figure 4. The total planetesimal mass as a function of time for protoplanetary
discs of mass: 0.05 (blue line), 0.1 (red line), and 0.2 M (yellow line). The
final masses are indicated at the right of the figure.
to their increase in viscous heating. Just exterior to the iceline, the
pebble surface density begins to increase significantly. This is due to
the pebbles substantially reducing in size as the collision velocities
between pebbles exceeds the fragmentation velocities, resulting in
the Stokes number being fragmentation limited. Since the pebbles
are smaller in size and subsequently Stokes number, they are more
greatly coupled to the gas, and as such, drift inward through the disc
more slowly, resulting as per equation (20) in a larger pebble surface
density. The reduction in pebble size is further enhanced around
the iceline as the pebbles undergo sublimation, losing their water
components, leaving only the silicate remnants. With the Stokes
number of the pebbles being much reduced, the pebble scale height
is significantly larger. This results in the surface density required for
gravitational collapse to be much larger then the surface density for
pebble trapping, ultimately leading to no planetesimals being formed
within the iceline in these models. This can be seen on the left-hand
side of Fig. 3 where the planetesimal surface density interior to the
iceline is zero. The lack of planetesimal formation raises questions
about whether planets such as Mercury can form in situ or whether
they need to form at or exterior to the iceline and migrate closer to
their central stars (Johansen et al. 2021).
In terms of the total mass in planetesimals formed, our fiducial
disc model contains 27 M⊕ at the end of the disc lifetime. Fig. 4
shows the growth in the total planetesimal mass throughout the first
1 Myr for our fiducial simulation (red line) and the simulations
with initial disc masses of 0.05 × M (blue line) and 0.2 × M
(yellow line). As can be seen by the final planetesimal masses on
the right-hand side of Fig. 4, the doubling of the initial disc mass,
results in an approximate doubling of the total mass in planetesimals
formed. This is unsurprising since the mass flux of pebbles formed
at pebble production front, as well as the pebble surface density
required for the streaming instability, are proportional to the local
gas surface density (equation 18). This results in the production of
planetesimals occurring radially at similar rates, but at increasing
magnitudes depending on the initial disc mass. After 0.3 Myr, the
formation of planetesimals ends due to the mass of pebbles being
trapped being insufficient to undergo gravitational collapse, i.e. trap
< SI. For accreting proto-embryos, this can increase their accretion
rate, since the pebble mass flux passing them would be slightly
increased compared to a slightly earlier time in their evolution.
In comparison to other works, the final mass comprised within
planetesimals in our fiducial model is comparable to that found
in Voelkel et al. (2020) who use a similar method based on the
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models of Lenz et al. (2019). In comparing to Lenz et al. (2019), the
total planetesimal mass in our equivalent disc (of mass 0.05 M) is
significantly lower than that found in Lenz et al. (2019) (12 versus
∼100 M⊕). This difference is expected due to the different initial
disc profiles and subsequent evolution, as well as differing criteria
for when planetesimals form. They assume that a planetesimal forms
when the mass of pebbles that become trapped is equal to the mass of
a planetesimal of 100 km in size, irrespective of whether the local disc
conditions favour the gravitational collapse of the trapped pebbles to
form such an object.
Recently Eriksson, Johansen & Liu (2020) examined the formation
of planetesimals in the presence of embedded planets in massive pro-
toplanetary discs, finding that planetesimal formation was efficient at
the pressure bumps formed exterior to their embedded planet’s orbits.
In total their simulations typically formed >200 M⊕ of planetesimals,
a value much larger than those formed in this work, however, their
initial disc mass was considerably larger than that examined in this
work (an order magnitude than our fiducial model), and as such
by applying the simple mass scaling seen in Fig. 4 and using a
similar mass to that used in Eriksson et al. (2020), we would obtain
comparable masses of formed planetesimals. When comparing to
the most complete model of Carrera et al. (2017) who examine
planetesimal formation at the late stages of a photoevaporating
protoplanetary disc, the total planetesimal masses formed in this
work are a factor 2–7 times smaller than found there. However,
when looking at the inner 100 au, the location where planetesimals
generally form in this work, the masses become comparable, of the
order of tens of Earth masses. In Carrera et al. (2017), the majority of
their planetesimals form in the outer regions of the disc beyond 100
au where the local disc metallicity is more favourable in facilitating
planetesimal formation, and as such most of their planetesimals form
at large distances. This does not occur to such an extent in the models
in this work, since we use a more simple pebble model and assume
that the pebbles quickly drift inwards once their drift time-scales
become comparable to their growth time-scales. In addition to the
differences in planetesimal formation locations, the planetesimals
formed in the inner regions in Carrera et al. (2017) only form late in
the disc lifetime, after 2.5 Myr. Given this lateness, it raises questions
as to whether there is sufficient time for planets to form from such a
planetesimal reservoir before the end of the disc lifetime.
3.2 Planetesimal sizes and masses
The planetesimals that form through gravitational collapse have a
specific size. Typically, it was assumed that the initial planetesimal
size was around 100 km. This was based on planetesimal formation
models (Youdin & Goodman 2005; Johansen et al. 2007; Johansen
et al. 2009a; Bai & Stone 2010) as well as on observations of the Solar
system (Morbidelli et al. 2009; Delbo et al. 2017). This is also the
assumed planetesimal size in other planetesimal formation models
(Lenz et al. 2019, 2020; Voelkel et al. 2020). However, more recent
studies of gravitational collapse in pressure bumps in protoplanetary
discs have found that the characteristic planetesimal size of the order
of a few hundred kilometres (Johansen et al. 2012, 2015; Simon et al.
2016, 2017; Schäfer et al. 2017; Abod et al. 2019; Li, Youdin &
Simon 2019). It has also been found more recently to be dependent
on the local disc properties (Simon et al. 2017; Abod et al. 2019; Li
et al. 2019), which for constant densities, results in an increase in
planetesimal radius as a function of orbital distance.
Numerous works have found that the initial mass function of
streaming-derived planetesimals can be roughly fitted by a power
law plus an exponential decay (Johansen et al. 2015; Schäfer et al.
2017; Abod et al. 2019). Recently Abod et al. (2019) showed that
the initial mass function depends only weakly on the aerodynamic
properties of the disc and participating solids, when they cincluded
the effects of particle self-gravity within their streaming instability
simulations. Following Abod et al. (2019), the initial mass of function
of planetesimals is
N (>Mpltml) = C1M1−ppltml exp[−Mpltml/M0], (34)
where p  1.3, and C1 is the normalization constant set by the
integrated probability equalling unity (Meerschaert, Roy & Shao
2012)
C1 = Mp−1pltml,min exp[Mpltml,min/M0], (35)
where Mpltml,min is the minimum planetesimal mass formed by the
streaming instability (taken in this work as being equal to 0.01 ×
M0). The characteristic mass M0 denotes the mass where the initial
planetesimal mass function begins to steepen with the exponential
part of equation (34) beginning to dominate. Therefore, M0 can be
treated as a proxy for the maximum planetesimal size and given
that the majority of the mass in planetesimals that form through the
streaming instability is tied up in the most massive planetesimals,
we assume that M0 is the average mass and therefore size of
the planetesimals that form in our simulations. Given that the tail
of the initial mass function is exponential, it is possible to form
planetesimals more massive than M0. In their simulations, Abod
et al. (2019) find that the most massive planetesimals formed are
of the order of the gravitational mass, that is the maximum mass
where self-gravity forces are stronger than the tidal shear forces
emanating from the particle clumps interactions with the local disc,
typically an order of magnitude larger than the characteristic mass.
As well as the work of Abod et al. (2019), other works have also
found similar results regarding the initial planetesimal mass function
and expressions for calculating the characteristic mass M0 (Johansen
et al. (Johansen et al. 2015; Simon et al. 2016; Schäfer et al. 2017;
Li et al. 2019). More recently, Liu et al. (2020) extrapolated on the
simulations from those works, and derived an expression for the
characteristic planetesimal mass














where Z = peb/gas is the local disc metallicity and γ = 4πGρgas/
is a self-gravity parameter. Here, we take peb to be equal to SI,
that is the surface density of pebbles required for the pebble cloud
to undergo gravitational collapse. We use SI instead of trap as we
assume that once the requisite mass in pebbles has become trapped,
i.e. SI, then the pebble cloud undergoes gravitational collapse. This
is valid, so long as the pebble mid-plane density is larger than the
Roche density, which is the case when SI > trap, except for the
innermost region of the disc, well inside in the iceline. Assuming a
density ρpltml of the planetesimal, we then convert the characteristic







Fig. 5 shows the characteristic planetesimal radius, M0 as a
function of orbital distance for the discs of different initial masses.
For the planetesimal density, we assume that the density is equal to
5 g cm−3 interior to the water iceline, and 2 g cm−3 exterior to the
water iceline (assumed here when the local disc temperature is equal
to 170 K). When looking at the differences radially, it is clear to see
that the planetesimal radius increases with orbital distance. This is
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Figure 5. The characteristic planetesimal radius (equation 37) as a function
orbital distance for protoplanetary discs of mass: 0.05 (blue line), 0.1 (red
line), and 0.2 M (yellow line).
unsurprising, since when expanding equation (37), we find
r0 ∝ 1/6peb1/3gas h1/2r1/4, (38)
resulting in larger planetesimals at larger orbital radii for our disc
models.
In our fiducial model (red line), planetesimal radii around the
water iceline are of order 40 km, whilst at 4 au, they are around
100 km, 180 km at 10 au, and 450 km at 40 au, consistent
with the larger asteroid sizes in the Main Asteroid Belt as well
as the Kuiper Belt. These variations in sizes will have important
consequences for planetesimal accretion scenarios, since they will
affect the manoeuvrability of the planetesimals in the disc (Adachi,
Hayashi & Nakazawa 1976; Weidenschilling 1977), as well as their
accretion rates on to proto-embryos (Inaba & Ikoma 2003). It is also
worth noting that these planetesimal sizes are much larger than what
is currently used in planetesimal accretion scenarios (e.g. Mordasini,
Alibert & Benz 2009; Coleman & Nelson 2014; Mordasini et al.
2015; Coleman & Nelson 2016a,b), and so significant collisional
evolution would need to occur for the planetesimals to be ground
down to the requisite sizes for global planetesimal accretion scenarios
to be efficient.
When comparing the characteristic planetesimal radius from
different disc masses, there is a clear increase in size for larger
disc masses. This again is not unexpected since equation (38) shows
that as the pebble and gas surface densities increase, so will the
planetesimal radii.
4 PROTO -EMBRYO FORMATION
Now that Sections 2.4 and 3 have described how the pebbles
and planetesimals are formed throughout the protoplanetary disc,
we now move on to the formation of proto-embryos. When the
planetesimals form through gravitational collapse, numerous works
found relations for the planetesimal initial mass functions (Johansen
et al. 2015; Schäfer et al. 2017; Abod et al. 2019). Whilst the
number of massive planetesimals drops exponentially at masses
greater than the characteristic mass, should there be enough mass
being converted from pebbles to planetesimals, then a number of
more massive planetesimals will be able to form. It is these more
massive planetesimals that we assume to be the proto-embryos that
will eventually grow into the planets that are observed in planetary
systems. In our simulations, we assume that for each planetesimal
formation event, the largest planetesimal that forms is a proto-
Figure 6. The masses of proto-embryos as a function or orbital distance that
form in our fiducial disc model (initial disc mass of 0.1 M). The colour code
shows the proto-embryo mass as a function of the characteristic planetesimal
mass M0 (equation 36). The black line denotes the location of the transition
mass (equation 40).
embryo. Using equation (34), we calculate the largest single body
that forms in each event, (i.e. N(>Memb) = 1). The mass of this
proto-embryo is then removed from the local mass of planetesimals









We limit the formation of proto-embryos to one proto-embryo for
each trap lifetime, and also restrict new proto-embryos being formed
within 0.5Hgas of the trap for the lifetime of the trap that formed
the proto-embryo. This stops multiple proto-embryos forming in
extremely close proximity, where it would be unlikely for multiple
proto-embryo forming traps to arise simultaneously.
Fig. 6 shows the masses and radial locations of the proto-
embryos formed in our fiducial model. The colour code shows
the proto-embryo mass as a function of the characteristic mass
(equation 36), indicating that the largest formed objects are always
around and order of magnitude larger than the characteristic mass,
consistent with Abod et al. (2019). Near the iceline, the proto-
embryo masses are around 10−6 M⊕, much smaller than the terrestrial
objects in the Solar system, as well as most large asteroids, e.g. Vesta.
Further out in the disc, more massive proto-embryos are able to form,
with Vesta mass objects forming at around 10 au, and Ceres mass
objects forming around 25 au.
Interestingly, the masses of all of these formed proto-embryos are
at least an order of magnitude lower than the pebble transition mass
as shown by the black line in Fig. 6, which pebble accretion models
use for their initial planet mass, as it is the mass where pebble
accretion switches from the Bondi regime to the Hill regime (Bitsch
et al. 2015, 2019; Coleman et al. 2019). These masses are also much
lower than the typical initial planet masses in planetesimal accretion
models (e.g. Coleman & Nelson 2014, 2016a,b; Mordasini et al.
2015). To obtain the masses used in these other works, the proto-
embryos would have to accrete either pebbles or local planetesimals,
which we will examine in Section 5.
In our fiducial model, we find that the total initial mass of
the proto-embryos is equal to 0.02 M⊕, 0.08 per cent of the total
mass of planetesimals. For the less massive disc, the total initial
proto-embryo mass was equal to 0.007 M⊕ (0.05 per cent of total
planetesimal mass), whilst for the more massive disc, it was 0.07 M⊕
(0.13 per cent of total planetesimal mass). As can be expected
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the total mass in proto-embryos is much smaller than that in the
remaining planetesimals.
5 INCLUSION O F PEBBLE AND
PLANETESIMAL ACCRETION
Once proto-embryos have formed in the disc, they begin to accrete
the surrounding solid material. This solid material can take the form
of planetesimals formed through the streaming instability, or pebbles
that are drifting past the proto-embryo. In this section, we include
the effects of planetesimal and pebble accretion individually and then
combined to examine to what extent low-mass planets or giant planet
cores are able to form. Note here we do not include the effects of
N-body interactions between proto-embryos, planet migration, or the
accretion of gas, which will all be included in future work. The aim
here is to see whether the precursors to giant planets or planetary
systems are able to form concurrently with the planetesimal and
proto-embryo formation process and whether there are preferential
modes of accretion or regions where specific types of planets tend to
form.
5.1 Pebble accretion
Since the pebbles in our simulations are contributing to the plan-
etesimal formation process, the amount of pebbles drifting past the
proto-embryos is much reduced compared to previous works (e.g.
Lambrechts & Johansen 2014; Bitsch et al. 2015; Coleman et al.
2019). Still, as the remaining pebbles drift through the disc, they are
able to be accreted more efficiently than planetesimals when passing
through a proto-embryo ’s Hill or Bondi sphere. This is due to the
increased gas drag forces that allowed them to become captured
by the proto-embryo ’s gravity (Lambrechts & Johansen 2012).
To calculate this accretion rate, we follow Johansen & Lambrechts
(2017) by distinguishing between the Bondi regime (small bodies)
and the Hill regime (massive bodies). The Bondi accretion regime
occurs for low-mass bodies where they do not accrete all of the
pebbles that pass through their Hill sphere, i.e. the body’s Bondi
radius is smaller than the Hill radius. Once the Bondi radius becomes
comparable to the Hill radius, the accretion rate becomes Hill sphere
limited, and so the body accretes in the Hill regime. Within our
simulations, proto-embryos typically begin accreting in the Bondi
regime before transitioning to the Hill regime when they reach the
transition mass
Mtrans ∝ η3M∗. (40)
A further distinction within the two regimes is whether the body is
accreting in a 2D or a 3D mode. This is dependent on the relation
between the Hill radius of the body and the scale height of the pebbles
in the disc. For bodies with a Hill radius smaller than the scale height
of pebbles, the accretion is in the 3D mode since pebbles are passing
through the entire Hill sphere, whilst for bodies with a Hill radius
larger than the pebble scale height, regions of the Hill sphere remain
empty of pebbles and as such the accretion rate becomes 2D as the
body’s mass increases. Following Johansen & Lambrechts (2017),
the equations for the 2D and 3D accretion rates are
Ṁ2D = 2Raccpebδv, (41)
and
Ṁ3D = πR2accρpebδv, (42)
where peb is the pebble surface density, while ρpeb is the mid-
plane pebble density. Here, δv = v + Racc is the approach speed,
with v being the sub-Keplerian velocity. The accretion radius Racc
depends on whether the accreting object is in the Hill or Bondi
regime, and also on the friction time of the pebbles. In order for
pebbles to be accreted they must be able to significantly change
direction on time-scales shorter than the friction time. This inputs a
dependence of the friction time on to the accretion radius, forming a














for the Hill regime. Here, RB is the Bondi radius, while RH is the
Hill radius, tB is the Bondi sphere crossing time, and tf is the friction
time. The accretion radius is then equal to
Racc = Racc exp[−χ (tf/tp)γ ], (45)
where tp = GM/(v + RH)3 is the characteristic passing time-scale,
χ = 0.4 and γ = 0.65 (Ormel & Klahr 2010).
The object then grows by accreting pebbles until it reaches the so-
called pebble isolation mass, that is the mass required to perturb the
gas pressure gradient in the disc: i.e. the gas velocity becomes super-
Keplerian in a narrow ring outside the planet’s orbit reversing the
action of the gas drag. The pebbles are therefore pushed outwards
rather than inwards and accumulate at the outer edge of this ring
stopping the core from accreting solids (Paardekooper & Mellema
2006; Rice et al. 2006). Initial works found that the pebble isolation
mass was proportional to the cube of the local gas aspect ratio
(Lambrechts & Johansen 2014). More recent work, however, has
examined what effects disc viscosity and the stokes number of the
pebbles have on the pebble isolation mass, finding that small pebbles
that are well coupled to the gas are able to drift past the pressure
bump exterior to the planet’s orbit (Ataiee et al. 2018; Bitsch et al.
2018). To account for the pebble isolation mass whilst including
the effects of turbulence and stokes number, we follow Bitsch et al.






























with α3 = 0.001.
Fig. 7 shows the initial and final proto-embryo mass as a function
of orbital radius when incorporating equations (40)–(47) into out
fiducial model. The blue points show the initial proto-embryo masses,
of which are identical to those in Fig. 6. The red points in Fig. 7 show
the final proto-embryo masses at the end of the disc lifetime after
they have accreted pebbles flowing past their orbital position. Close
to the star, interior to and around the water iceline as shown by the
vertical dashed line, pebble accretion appears very efficient. This is
due to slightly smaller pebbles drifting past the proto-embryos here
as the Stokes number becomes fragmentation limited, reducing the
pebble size. The reduction in pebble size reduces their radial velocity,
allowing the pebble surface density to increase since there is then a
small pile-up pebbles, as can be seen by the increase in the purple line
at ∼1 au in Fig. 2. This enhancement in the pebble surface density
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Figure 7. Initial (blue) and final (red) masses of proto-embryos that form in
a 0.1 M protoplanetary disc and able to accrete pebbles. The vertical dashed
line shows the location of the water iceline.
Figure 8. The locations of the innermost (blue line) and outermost (red
line) accreting proto-embryo as a function of time. proto-embryos orbiting
at distances below the blue line are unable to accrete pebbles due to their
supply of pebbles being accreted by more distant proto-embryos. Above the
red line, no proto-embryos have been able to form at that time. In between
the red and blue lines, proto-embryos are able to accrete pebbles at accretion
rates detailed in Section 5.1.
allows the proto-embryos around the iceline to grow significantly,
even though they are accreting in the inefficient bondi regime.
Slightly further out, where the Stokes number begins to be drift
dominated, the pebbles are larger, and so there is no enhancement in
the pebble surface density, and so accretion is very inefficient, as can
be seen by the red points at around ∼10−4 M⊕ just exterior to 1 au
in Fig. 7.
As the proto-embryos form further out in the disc, their initial
masses increase, to the point where they are able to accrete significant
amounts of pebbles over time. This accretion continues until the
pebble supply is reduced to minimal levels, causing the accretion
rate to again become inefficient. The reasons for the reduction in
the pebble supply is a combination of pebbles being trapped further
out in the disc, ultimately forming more planetesimals and proto-
embryos , as well as these later formed proto-embryos at larger
separations from the star accreting pebbles, further reducing the
pebble flux reaching the inner regions of the disc. This is evident
in Fig. 8 where the red line shows the outermost orbit that a proto-
embryo is accreting pebbles, whilst the blue line shows the location
where the pebble flux through the disc has reduced to the 10 per cent
level. Note that the 1 per cent level is only slightly closer to the star
than the 10 per cent level. For proto-embryos with r < 2 au, their
ability to accrete pebbles is significantly reduced after ∼0.4 Myr,
since the proto-embryos located further out were accreting significant
amounts of pebbles. Even though their pebble supply was diminished,
these proto-embryos were able to reach terrestrial mass. Interestingly,
none of the proto-embryos here were large enough to reach the
pebble isolation mass. In future work, N-body interactions between
the proto-embryos will be included which may allow some of these
proto-embryos to grow to even larger masses and reach the pebble
isolation mass. Reaching the pebble isolation mass will also restrict
the mass growth of proto-embryos closer to the star since the pebbles
will become trapped at the pressure bump induced by the isolating
proto-embryos.
For proto-embryos that formed at distances greater than 10 au,
these were unable to accrete significant amounts of pebbles. Even
though their initial masses were closer to their transition masses,
the pebble mid-plane density is ever diminishing the further out in
the disc the proto-embryos try to accrete, reducing the number of
interactions between pebbles and proto-embryos over an orbit. This
results in the mass accretion rate gradually dropping with increasing
orbital distance. The other factor affecting these proto-embryos is
the further out in the disc they reside, the later they formed. This
gives them less time to accrete pebbles before the pebble production
front reaches the outer edge of the disc, where the mass flux of
pebbles drops to zero, of which this occurs after ∼0.9 Myr. This is
particularly evident for those proto-embryos that formed extremely
far out in the disc at distances greater than 30 au, where their final
masses are similar to their initial masses, being at most a factor
two more massive. This allows the more massive embryos to reach
masses roughly two thirds the mass of Pluto.
So from the pebble accretion scenario, it is evident that there
are preferential regions of the disc where it is favoured. Around
the water iceline, pebble accretion is efficient due to the smaller,
slower moving, fragmentation limited pebbles allowing the proto-
embryos there to accrete more efficiently. Slightly further out, where
there is no surface density enhancement, accretion is inefficient due
to proto-embryo masses being significantly lower than the transition
mass, and from the pebble supply being cut off after ∼0.3 Myr. In
the outer regions of the disc, the accretion time-scales are too long,
and the time available for accretion is also reduced, resulting again
in proto-embryos close to their initial, albeit much more massive,
mass. Whilst in the middle region of the disc between the iceline and
∼few au, pebble accretion can be quite efficient allowing multiple
terrestrial mass proto-embryos to grow, much more massive than they
were at their formation, of which with further N-body interactions
and gas accretion, could form into the more massive planets seen
in recent observations. In total, proto-embryos accounted for a mass
of 40.5 M⊕, with the most massive proto-embryo having a mass of
0.66 M⊕.
5.2 Planetesimal accretion
Whilst the section above examined the effects of pebble accretion on
the formed proto-embryos, we now examine what effects planetes-
imal accretion will have. Since we are counting proto-embryos as
single bodies in the disc, we do not class planetesimals as super
particles such as seen in previous works (e.g. Coleman & Nelson
2014, 2016a,b). Instead, we follow other works that treat the accretion
of planetesimals from an evolving surface density, essentially treating
the planetesimals as a fluid-like disc (e.g. Alibert et al. 2006;
Ida et al. 2013; Mordasini et al. 2015). We follow Fortier et al.
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(2013) in calculating the planetesimal accretion rate that depends
on the inclination and eccentricity evolution of the planetesimals.
The planetesimal surface density pltml evolves as planetesimals are
accreted by proto-embryos. We also evolve the eccentricity rms epltml
and inclination rms ipltml by solving the differential equations for
self-stirring (Ohtsuki 1999), gravitational stirring by nearby proto-
embryos (Ohtsuki 1999) and also the effects of gas disc damping
(Adachi et al. 1976; Inaba et al. 2001; Rafikov 2004).
The planetesimal accretion rate is equal to
Ṁpltml = ̄pltmlR2HPcoll, (48)
where ̄pltml is the average planetesimal surface density in the proto-
embryos’ feeding zone (taken here to be equal to 10 Hill radii) and





P −2high + P −2low
)−1/2)
, (49)
where the individual components are equal to






















where Phigh, Pmed, and Plow are the collision probabilities for different
velocity regimes that depend on the random velocities of the
planetesimals. The quantities ẽ and ĩ are the reduced eccentricities
(ẽ = ae/RH) and inclinations (ĩ = ai/RH). These quantities indicate
which velocity regime the planetesimals are found in depending on
their relative velocities, with: the high-velocity regime for ẽ, ĩ ≥ 2,
the medium velocity regime being for 2 ≥ ẽ, ĩ ≥ 0.2 and the low-
velocity regime for ẽ, ĩ < 0.2. The variable β in the above equations
is equal to ĩ/ẽ and the functions IF(β) IG(β) are well approximated
by
IF(β) 
1 + 0.95925β + 0.77251β2
β(0.13142 + 0.12295β) (53)
IF(β) 
1 + 0.3996β
β(0.0369 + 0.048333β + 0.006874β2) (54)
for 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, which is the range of β values within this work
(Chambers 2006).
Since the planetesimal eccentricities and inclinations have a large
impact on the planetesimal accretion rate, it is necessary to define
these values and allow them to evolve over the course of the disc
lifetime. Planetesimals experience gas drag from the disc which
acts to damp the eccentricities whilst simultaneously experiencing
gravitational interactions with proto-embryos as well as gravitational
interactions and minor collisions with fellow planetesimals. In
incorporating these processes into the evolution of the planetesimal





































where the subscripts ‘drag’, ‘pltml’, and ‘emb’ refer to the contribu-
tions from gas drag damping, mutual stirring by planetesimals, and
gravitational stirring by proto-embryos. For the calculation of the
three terms affecting the eccentricity and inclination evolution, we
follow Fortier et al. (2013) where the equations and contributions of
these terms can be found in their equations (31)–(53).
Figure 9. Initial (blue) and final (red) masses of proto-embryos that form in
a 0.1 M protoplanetary disc and able to accrete planetesimals. The vertical
dashed line shows the location of the water iceline.
With the eccentricity and inclination now known for the plan-
etesimals, we allow the proto-embryos to accrete planetesimals
using equation (48), and remove the accreted mass from the proto-
embryos local planetesimal surface densities. Again, using our
fiducial disc setup, Fig. 9 shows the initial (blue points) and final (red
points) masses of the proto-embryos as a function of their orbital
radius. The initial proto-embryo radii and masses are identical to
those in Figs 5 and 6, respectively, with both increasing as a function
of orbital distance.
Looking at the red points in Fig. 9, we can see that the majority of
the planetesimal accretion experienced by the proto-embryos occurs
to those proto-embryos close to the central star. In these inner
regions of the disc, the planetesimals are still relatively small, rpltml <
100 km, allowing for the more massive proto-embryos to accrete in
the runaway accretion regime before the planetesimal eccentricities
and inclinations were significantly excited by the now more massive
proto-embryos. Note we do not include the migration effects of gas
drag acting on the planetesimals in these simulations, but given the
large size of the planetesimals in the disc, gas drag should have a
negligible effect (Adachi et al. 1976; Weidenschilling 1977). Shep-
herding of planetesimals through interactions with proto-embryos is
also neglected, but again, given the large size of the planetesimals and
large relative velocities they obtain through interactions with proto-
embryos and other planetesimals, this would also be of negligible
effect (Coleman & Nelson 2016a). The excitation of the planetesimal
eccentricities occurs after only ∼0.3 Myr in the region just exterior
to the iceline reducing the accretion rate for the surrounding proto-
embryos and leaving them accreting very slowly whilst having
masses, memb ∼ 2 × 10−3 M⊕.
As the orbital radius of proto-embryos increases, their accretion
rates drop as the planetesimal eccentricities increase. The planetesi-
mal radii also increase with orbital radius, which greatly influences
the efficiency of gas drag acting on the planetesimals in reducing their
eccentricities (see equations 31–41 of Fortier et al. 2013). This allows
the planetesimal eccentricities to maintain larger equilibrium values,
hindering their accretion on to proto-embryos. This results in the
final proto-embryo masses gradually becoming smaller as a function
of orbital distance and can be seen for all proto-embryos exterior
to ∼1.5 au and out to ∼4 au in our fiducial disc model, where the
planetesimal eccentricities have been significantly excited reducing
the accretion rate. This leaves these proto-embryos with masses
between 10−3 to 10−2 M⊕. Around a mass of 10−3 M⊕, the proto-
embryos begin to significantly increase the planetesimal eccentrici-
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Figure 10. Mass doubling time-scales for proto-embryos accreting planetes-
imals in a 0.1 M protoplanetary disc at times of: 0.01 (blue), 0.1 (red), 1
(yellow), 2 (purple), and 4.1 Myr (green). The green points corresponding to
4.1 Myr, also correspond to the time-scales at the end of the disc lifetime.
ties, forcing their equilibrium eccentricity (interactions balanced by
gas drag) to increase, resulting in substantially lower accretion rates.
Up to 4 au, this becomes much more apparent since the planetesimals
are much more easily excited to larger eccentricities, and as such
the accretion rates drop very quickly once proto-embryos reach this
mass. As can be seen in the outer disc (r ≥ 5 au) of Fig. 9, the final
proto-embryo masses quickly drop to being similar to their initial
masses (reaching their initial mass at around 10 au), due to the very
low accretion rates that arise from the easily excited planetesimal
eccentricities. Given the lack of planetesimal accretion in these outer
regions, this can be a problem for forming giant planets, since when
migration is included, the giant planet cores need to form and undergo
runaway gas accretion at large orbital distances in order to survive
as Cold Jupiters (rp > 1 au, Coleman & Nelson 2014, 2016b).
Given the low accretion rates experienced by the proto-embryos in
the planetesimal accretion scenario, it is interesting to look at the
time-scale required for an proto-embryo to double its mass. Fig. 10
shows this mass doubling time-scale at a range of times in the disc.
Looking very early in the disc lifetime, after 0.01 Myr (blue points),
the very short accretion time-scales of proto-embryos close to the
central star, around 1 au can easily be seen. For a period of time, these
time-scales can be around 104 yr allowing for the proto-embryos to
very quickly increase in mass. After 0.1 Myr (red points) these
initially fast accretors, have excited the planetesimal eccentricities
and inclinations, significantly increasing their accretion time-scales.
At this point, the faster accretors are located just exterior to the iceline
around 1.5 au. Further out in the disc the accretion time-scales are
at least 105 yr, with time-scales on order typical disc lifetimes (>106
yr) for proto-embryos exterior to 10 au. After 1 Myr (yellow points),
the accretion time-scales for proto-embryos around the iceline have
now risen to ∼106 yr, since the planetesimal eccentricities have
become significantly excited, reducing the probability of impacts
between the planetesimals and the proto-embryos that now have a
mass ∼10−2 M⊕. The ‘wave’ of proto-embryos accreting faster than
their neighbours is now at the proto-embryos at ∼3 au, where their
accretion time-scales are around 2 × 105 yr, still significantly long
for allowing the proto-embryos to accrete enough planetesimals to
become giant planet cores. The patterns described above continue for
the purple and green points, showing the accretion time-scales at 2
and 4.1 Myr, respectively. The latter green points also correspond to
the end of the disc lifetime, and the undamped conditions due to gas
drag for the planetesimals. It would be expected that the accretion
Figure 11. Initial (blue) and final (red) masses of proto-embryos that form
in a 0.1 M protoplanetary disc and are able to accrete both pebbles and
planetesimals. The vertical dashed line shows the location of the water iceline.
time-scales would therefore increase after the end of the disc lifetime,
since planetesimals would now only be excited by mutual interactions
and by proto-embryo interactions, with no balancing force to create
an equilibrium.
Looking at the outer disc region in Fig. 10, exterior to 10 au, the
accretion times are of the order of the disc lifetime indicating that
very little accretion occurs for these proto-embryos, as is shown
when comparing the final and initial proto-embryo masses for these
proto-embryos in Fig. 9. As highlighted above, the reasons for such
long accretion time-scales are due to the very large planetesimal
eccentricities due to the easiness for dynamical interactions to excite
them, as well as the large planetesimal sizes reducing the effects of
gas drag.
Whilst the amount of planetesimal accretion here is limited, at
most locations of the disc, it is worth noting that these simulations
do not include N-body interactions between proto-embryos. These
interactions could allow more massive cores to form that could
increase the accretion rates. However these cores would also increase
the planetesimal eccentricities which would further reduce the
accretion rates. As such, the difficulties in forming giant planet cores,
or even low mass planets in the outer regions of the disc, may still be
extremely difficult with such large and easily excitable planetesimals
even with the inclusion of N-body interactions. Smaller planetesimal
sizes would significantly enhance the accretion rate as they would
circularize more easily, but that would also require significant
grinding down of the planetesimals within the disc lifetime, which
is especially unlikely in the outer regions of the disc.
5.3 Combined accretion
Where Sections 5.1 and 5.2 examined the evolution of the proto-
embryos when accreting either pebble or planetesimals, we now
repeat the simulations with the two accretion mechanisms working
in tandem. Fig. 11 shows the final (red) and initial (blue) proto-
embryo masses as a function of their orbital radius, with the vertical
dashed line showing the location of the water iceline. For the proto-
embryos around the iceline, they have been able to grow to memb
∼ 10−2–10−1 M⊕. This accretion has been from a combination of
both pebble and planetesimal accretion. Like the proto-embryos in
the pebble accretion scenario, the mass growth of these proto-
embryos ceased when the flow of pebbles past their orbits was
stopped, due to the pebbles being accreted by more distant proto-
embryos as well as by planetesimal formation events.
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Figure 12. The maximum proto-embryo mass as a function of orbital radius
for proto-embryos accreting in different scenarios in a 0.1 M protoplanetary
disc. The different scenarios correspond to: planetesimal only (blue line),
pebble only (red line), both pebble and planetesimal (yellow line).
For proto-embryos located further away from the iceline, these
were able to grow very efficiently in this combined accretion
scenario. Through pebble accretion they were quickly able to reach
masses of 10−3 M⊕, where once at, those close to the iceline could
then effectively accrete planetesimals, further raising their mass.
This efficient combined accretion continued out to an orbital radius
of ∼10 au for our fiducial disc. For those proto-embryos located at
orbital radii greater than 10 au, the amount of solids accreted through
planetesimal accretion was negligible compared to pebble accretion.
This was due to the proto-embryos again stirring up the eccentricities
of the large planetesimals, considerably reducing their planetesimal
accretion rates. As such the proto-embryo masses located exterior to
10 au in this combined accretion scenario are very similar to those
found in the pebble accretion scenario. This comparison continues for
proto-embryos further out in the disc at large orbital radii (>20 au),
where the planetesimal accretion becomes even more insignificant
compared to that of pebble accretion.
From this combined accreti]on scenario, it therefore seems that
planetesimal accretion is only effective around the water iceline
and in those few au exterior. Around the iceline, the planetesimal
accretion supplements pebble accretion, whilst further out in the disc,
planetesimal accretion aids the pebble accretion rates by allowing the
proto-embryos to reach masses more comparable to the transition
mass, where pebble accretion becomes more efficient. However, for
proto-embryos further out in the disc, with orbital radii greater than
10 au, pebble accretion would seem to be the dominant form of
accretion, since the planetesimal accretion rate there is hindered
substantially by the easily excitable planetesimal eccentricities once
proto-embryos begin to significantly stir them up. Still though,
with the initial proto-embryo masses being much below that of the
transition mass, pebble accretion in itself there, remains inefficient.
5.4 Comparison of accretion models
5.4.1 Proto-embryo masses
With the different accretion scenarios described above, it is clear that
there is a significant impact on the types of planets that form from the
initial proto-embryos and their subsequent accretion. In Fig. 12, we
compare the maximum proto-embryo mass as a function of orbital
radius for the different accretion routines. When comparing the
planetesimal (blue line) to the pebble (red line) accretion scenarios,
it is clear that they give similar results in that their accretion is
Figure 13. The total proto-embryo mass as a function of orbital radius for
proto-embryos accreting in different scenarios in a 0.1 M protoplanetary
disc. Total masses are summed over an orbital radius of 0.05 dex. The different
scenarios correspond to: planetesimal only (blue line), pebble only (red line),
both pebble and planetesimal (yellow line).
most efficient near and just exterior to the iceline. Planetesimal
accretion there is efficient due to the smaller planetesimals and
short accretion time-scales, whilst consistent pebble supply and
accretion over long times allows the proto-embryos to significantly
grow before the pebble supply is substantially reduced stopping the
proto-embryos from reaching the pebble isolation mass. As the proto-
embryos form further out in the disc, out to a few au, pebble accretion
remains the dominant mode of accretion, where proto-embryo masses
are normally an order of magnitude larger in the pebble accretion
scenario. Exterior to ∼few au, both modes of accretion reduce in
their effectiveness. Planetesimal accretion reduces due to increases
in planetesimal eccentricities further out in the disc, whilst pebble
accretion diminishes due to the lower pebble mid-plane densities and
proto-embryos remaining much smaller than the transition mass. At
large distances in the disc, both scenarios are relatively inefficient,
albeit pebble accretion is slightly more efficient than planetesimal
accretion, as the proto-embryos are at most a factor few larger than
their initial mass.
When combining the modes of accretion, it is clear that from the
yellow line, that planetesimal accretion aids proto-embryo growth
further out in the disc for proto-embryos accreting pebbles. This can
be seen by the extension of the most massive proto-embryo being
at ∼7 au in the combined accretion case compared to ∼4 au in
the pebble accretion case. With the proto-embryos accreting both
planetesimals and pebbles, they were able grow to the pebble
transition mass through planetesimal accretion at larger orbital radii
than when it was not included, where they were then able to more
efficiently accrete pebbles. However, whilst planetesimal accretion
aided proto-embryo growth up to ∼10 au, at larger distances the most
massive proto-embryos in the combined case are similar to those in
the pebble case, showing that even with both accretion mechanisms
functioning, mass growth at large orbital distance remains extremely
difficult. This leads to the maximum proto-embryo masses at ∼40 au
being roughly equal to 0.5–0.66 times the mass of Pluto, indicating
that Pluto may not have significantly grown from its initial formation
mass.
Whilst Fig. 12 shows the maximum proto-embryo mass for each
accretion scenario, Fig. 13 shows the total proto-embryo mass as a
function of orbital radius. Looking at the total proto-embryo masses
is important as it allows us to examine how much mass there is in a
specific area (i.e. around the iceline) that could then be concentrated
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in only a few bodies should N-body interactions be included. To
calculate the total mass, we sum the proto-embryo masses over an
orbital radius range of 0.05 dex (i.e. 0.05 orders of magnitude). The
profiles in Fig. 13 are similar to those in Fig. 12, except for the masses
are an order of magnitude higher due to the concentration of mass
into only a few bodies. Around the iceline, the proto-embryos in the
pebble and combined accretion scenarios are able to reach terrestrial
masses, whilst those in the planetesimal accretion scenario remains
at sub-Mars mass levels.
Further out in the disc, at a few au, the total proto-embryo mass
in the planetesimal accretion scenario begins to quickly drop, with
the most massive combined mass being less than 10−2 M⊕ at orbital
radii greater than 4 au. The main cause of this drop in accretion are
the larger planetesimal eccentricities, easily excited by interactions
with proto-embryos, as well reductions in gas drag effectiveness due
to large planetesimal sizes. This leads to the total proto-embryo mass
there to approximately become similar to the initial total proto-
embryo mass at around 10 au. The planetesimal accretion results
are in contrast to the pebble and combined accretion scenarios
where the total proto-embryo masses are in the super-Earth mass
regime, out to ∼8 au in the combined accretion scenario. This is
important as should these proto-embryos reach these masses through
N-body interactions, they can then begin to efficiently accrete gas
and possibly become giant planets. In total, between 2 and 10 au the
proto-embryos in the planetesimal accretion scenario totalled 0.54
M⊕, whilst the pebble and combined accretion scenarios totalled
34.7 and 65.1 M⊕, respectively, highlighting the vast differences in
accretion efficiencies between planetesimal and pebble accretion in
this region.
For proto-embryos exterior to 10 au, in the pebble and combined
accretion scenarios, the total proto-embryo mass reduced until around
20 au, where they then remained level at around 6 × 10−3 M⊕. This is
due to the decreasing accretion efficiency of pebbles in this region, as
well as the reduced amount of time that proto-embryos can accrete for
before the pebble production front reaches the outer edge of the disc.
For the planetesimal accretion scenario, the total proto-embryo mass
increases with orbital radius, but the final proto-embryo masses are
still less than a factor 2 greater than their initial masses. In total, the
summed proto-embryo masses exterior to 10 au totalled less than 0.2
M⊕ in all three scenarios, highlighting the lack of accretion at large
orbital distances.
5.4.2 N-body interactions
As noted in the sections above, N-body interactions are not included
in this work. However from Fig. 12, numerous proto-embryos of
sufficient mass may be orbiting in extreme proximity where it might
be indicated that N-body interactions could play an important role. To
examine this, Fig. 14 shows the average mutual hill radius separation
of the proto-embryos at a given orbital radius. Typically, proto-
embryos require a separation of at least 10 mutual hill radii to
be stable for Gyr time-scales (Pu & Wu 2015). As can be seen
in Fig. 14, most of the proto-embryos have mutual hill radii less
than 10, with some cases only just greater than 1. This implies
that there would be significant dynamical evolution in these systems
even when taking into account the presence of the gas disc, i.e.
eccentricity and inclination damping. For the region exterior to the
iceline out to ∼10 au, the increase in proto-embryo masses here
would be extremely useful for the formation of giant planet cores.
Should N-body interactions allow these individual ∼Mars–Earth-
mass proto-embryos to grow into super-Earths as assumed to be the
Figure 14. The average mutual Hill separation (K) for the most massive
proto-embryos as a function of orbital distance. The different colours
correspond to different accretion scenarios: planetesimal only (blue line),
pebble only (red line), both pebble and planetesimal (yellow line).
Figure 15. The average mutual Hill separation (K) for the total proto-
embryo mass as a function of orbital distance, with proto-embryo masses
summed over 0.05 dex in orbital distance (i.e. 0.05 orders of magnitude). The
different colours correspond to different accretion scenarios: planetesimal
only (blue line), pebble only (red line), both pebble and planetesimal (yellow
line).
case for the total proto-embryo masses seen in Fig. 13, then they could
begin to accrete gas extremely quickly and become gas giants. Whilst
the inclusion of N-body interactions would likely have a significant
impact on the proto-embryos in the inner 10 au of the disc, their
impact on the more distant proto-embryos would be less notable.
This is due to there being fewer proto-embryos in the region, and
the proto-embryos being slightly more dynamically separated due
to their low mass (with an average mutual hill radius of ∼2). As
Fig. 13 shows, even if these proto-embryos did collide and form
a more massive object, their masses would only reach ∼Lunar-
mass, far too insufficient for giant planets to form. Depending on
how early these interactions occur, and if these more massive proto-
embryos form, their pebble accretion rates would be enhanced until
the pebble production front reaches the outer edge of disc, which
would allow them to become more massive.
Whilst Fig. 14 looks at the average separation of all of the proto-
embryos in the disc, Fig. 15 gives the mutual hill radius separation
for the proto-embryos found in Fig. 13. Here, it is assumed that the
total mass of proto-embryos for an orbital radius region of 0.05 dex
have been assembled into a single proto-embryo, i.e. have under-
gone numerous N-body collisions. Fig. 15 then just examines the
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separation between these more massive proto-embryos to examine
whether Fig. 13 gives an adequate representation of the final proto-
embryo masses as a function of orbital radius, without the inclusion of
N-body interaction, migration, or gas accretion. For the planetesimal
accretion scenario, it could be considered that the assumption has
exaggerated the final proto-embryo mass, as the minimum hill
separation here is approximately 15, implying very stable systems.
Given that the maximum proto-embryo mass here is ∼0.2 M⊕, this
would indicate significant problems for the planetesimal accretion
scenario in forming planets with planetesimals of the size formed in
this work, as there would be limited opportunities for these proto-
embryos to further increase their mass.
For the pebble and combined accretion scenarios, the total
proto-embryo masses appears adequate in estimating the proto-
embryos masses if N-body interactions were taken into account.
For most of the inner disc, where proto-embryos have been able to
grow, the average separation is between 5 and 15 mutual Hill radii,
which can be stable for significant fractions of the disc lifetime,
possibly going unstable after the gas disc has dissipated, with N-
body interactions proceeding in undamped environments (Coleman
& Nelson 2016a). If these proto-embryos were able to form mean-
motion resonances with their neighbours, then these orbits could be
stable for time-scales much longer than the disc lifetime, whilst
further interactions, or destabilising of resonant configurations,
would most likely lead to further collisions, and an increase in
proto-embryo masses. Like the planetesimal accretion scenario, the
proto-embryos in the outer regions of the disc (>10 au) the final
proto-embryo mass is most likely exaggerated since the average
separations are larger than 50. Even when looking at this region
in Fig. 14, the proto-embryo are at least 20 mutual hill radii apart,
indicating that there would be very few interactions and collisions
after the end of the disc lifetime.
Overall, from Fig. 15 it can be concluded that the proto-
embryos seen in Fig. 13 could be a good estimation of those formed in
simulations that include N-body interaction. Further complications
that arise from planet migration and gas accretion would further
influence the evolution of these proto-embryos and along with N-
body interactions will be examined in future work.
6 D I S C U S S I O N S A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
6.1 Planetesimal and proto-embryo formation
In this paper, we have explored the formation of planetesimals
and proto-embryos in evolving protoplanetary discs. We model
the planetesimal formation following Lenz et al. (2019) where
pebbles drifting through the protoplanetary can become trapped
by short-lived local pressure bumps. Should significant pebbles
be trapped in these short-lived pressure bumps such that the local
mid-plane dust-to-gas ratio exceeds unity, the streaming instability
further concentrates the particles into filaments that might induce
gravitational collapse. Following Liu et al. (2020), the formed
planetesimals have a specific characteristic radius, depending on
the local disc properties. With our fiducial disc model, containing
a mass 10 per cent that of the central 1-M star, we find 27 M⊕ of
planetesimals are formed throughout the disc lifetime extending from
0.8–45 au. The planetesimal surface densities and overall masses are
in agreement with other works (e.g. Lenz et al. 2019; Voelkel et al.
2020), which include a considerably more intricate dust and pebble
evolution model than that considered here.
In terms of the radius of the planetesimals, following (Liu et al.
2020) we find that the planetesimal radius increases with orbital dis-
tance. Close to the central star, around the iceline, the planetesimals
have a radius of ∼40 km. However, this radius increases considerably
the further out in the disc the planetesimals form, with rpltml ∼ 100 km
at 4 au and rpltml ∼ 450 km at 40 au. This is seen to have a large impact
on the planetesimal accretion rates, since the larger planetesimals
experience weaker gas drag forces allowing them to retain larger
eccentricities, that increases the relative velocities between proto-
embryos and planetesimals, reducing planetesimal accretion rates.
This is also different to what is assumed in other works (Lenz et al.
2019; Voelkel et al. 2020) where they assume that the planetesimals
have a size of 100 km (rpltml = 50 km) at every location in the disc. The
notion that planetesimals have a size of 100 km arises from studies
of the main asteroid belt in the Solar system (Morbidelli et al. 2009;
Delbo et al. 2017), whereas we assume the average planetesimal size
depends on the local disc properties (Liu et al. 2020). Indeed, at the
location of the main asteroid belt, the planetesimals formed in our
fiducial disc have sizes between 60 and 100 km.
For proto-embryos that form in our disc models, we assume that
they are equal to the largest single planetesimal that forms in a
planetesimal forming event. With the proto-embryos forming at more
similar masses to the planetesimals, typically an order of magnitude
greater in mass, like the planetesimals they therefore increase in
mass as a function of orbital radius. Close to the central star, the
proto-embryos form with masses memb ∼ 10−6 M⊕, but as the proto-
embryos form at larger orbital distances, their initial masses increase,
reaching memb ∼ 10−4 M⊕ at 12 au and memb ∼ 10−3 M⊕ at 40 au.
These masses are still below the initial embryo mass in previous
works concerning planetesimal accretion (e.g. Mordasini et al. 2009;
Coleman & Nelson 2014; Mordasini et al. 2015; Coleman & Nelson
2016a,b) as well as the transition mass for the pebble accretion
scenario (e.g. Bitsch et al. 2015; Lambrechts et al. 2019), and as
such significant accretion would be required for the proto-embryos to
grow to the initial embryo masses in such works.
6.2 Accretion scenarios
In this paper, we also include accretion scenarios for proto-
embryos that form in the disc. Once the proto-embryos form, we
allow them to accrete either pebbles or planetesimals, as well as being
able to accrete both pebbles and planetesimals in a joint manner.
6.2.1 Planetesimal accretion
Here, we allowed proto-embryos to accrete planetesimals by treating
the planetesimals in a fluid-like manner following Fortier et al.
(2013). proto-embryos in and around the water iceline were able to
significantly increase their masses reaching masses memb ∼ 10−2 M⊕
before their accretion rates dropped due to the depletion of their
feeding zones or planetesimal eccentricities became considerably
excited. Further out in the disc at r > 10 au, the planetesimal
accretion rates were relatively merge meaning that few planetesimals
were accreted, leaving the final proto-embryo masses similar to their
initial values. This was due to the large planetesimal eccentricities,
that are easily excitable, and weakly suppressed due to weak gas
drag forces that arise with larger planetesimal sizes. These results
are in contrast to many other planetesimal accretion scenarios (e.g.
Alibert et al. 2006; Ida et al. 2013; Mordasini et al. 2015; Coleman
& Nelson 2014, 2016a,b). where simulated planets have properties
compatible to those observed. However, these other works utilized
much smaller planetesimals, (rpltml < 1 km in some cases) as well as
much more massive initial proto-embryo masses, both of which will
act to considerably increase planetesimal accretion rates.
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6.2.2 Pebble accretion
We utilize the accretion formulae in Johansen & Lambrechts (2017)
to calculate the pebble accretion rates. For proto-embryos at the
iceline, even though their initial mass is much smaller than the
transition mass, their accretion rates are enhanced due to the
pebble sizes being fragmentation limited. With fragmentation limited
pebbles, this results in enhanced pebble surface densities since the
smaller pebbles drift inwards on time-scales more comparable to
the gas. Exterior to the iceline, where the pebble sizes are drift
dominated, growth rates are small due to the larger pebbles and proto-
embryos accreting in the very inefficient bondi regime, before the
pebble supply becomes depleted. Further out in the disc, up to around
4 au, the pebble accretion rate was fairly effective. Numerous Mars-
Earth mass proto-embryos were able to form, with their accretion not
being stopped through reaching the pebble isolation mass, but from a
lack of pebbles in the disc. This lack of accretable material arose from
the pebbles being accreted by more distant proto-embryos, limiting
the supply from those closer to the central star. Still numerous proto-
embryos were able to accrete appreciable amounts of pebbles and
with the inclusion of N-body interactions, a number of giant planet
cores should be able to form. At larger distances, r > 10 au, pebble
accretion was much less effective since the proto-embryo initial
masses were much smaller than the transition mass as well as
reduction in pebble mid-plane density further out in the disc. They
also had limited time to accrete pebbles before the pebble production
front reached the outer edge of the disc, ceasing the generation of
pebbles.
6.2.3 Combined accretion
In combining the two accretion scenarios, proto-embryos were able
to accrete efficiently over a much larger region of the disc. Whilst
in the pebble accretion scenario, efficient accretion occurred up to
∼4 au, in the combined accretion scenario, planetesimal accretion
on to the initially low-mass proto-embryos allowed them to accrete
pebbles more efficiently out to ∼8 au. This overall enhancement
in accretion, allowed numerous Earth-mass proto-embryos to form,
which with the inclusion of N-body interactions could form into giant
planet cores. At larger distances in the disc, the role of planetesimal
accretion quickly diminished as planetesimal eccentricities rose,
greatly reducing the accretion rate. This led to proto-embryo masses
being similar to those found in the pebble accretion scenario and
remaining at around ∼Pluto-mass.
The results of these accretion scenarios are important when
comparing to the planets or the expected precursors of planets
observed today. All scenarios were able to form numerous proto-
embryos that could be considered the precursors to the terrestrial
planet formation scenarios (Raymond et al. 2014). The pebble and
combined accretion scenarios were able to form a number of proto-
embryos that with the inclusion of N-body interactions, could be
expected to merge into giant planet cores on orbits out to 4 and
∼8 au, respectively. However, neither scenarios were able to form
proto-embryos of significant mass at orbital radii greater than 10 au.
Whilst giant planet cores could form at orbital radii closer than
10 au, planet migration may be too effective in driving those cores in
towards the central star. Though this would be adequate for form hot
Jupiters, this would be ineffective at forming cold Jupiters that need
to form further out in the disc in order to survive migration processes
(Coleman & Nelson 2014; Bitsch et al. 2015; Coleman & Nelson
2016b).
6.3 Future work
One significant drawback in the accretion scenarios in this work
is the lack of N-body interactions. In looking at the mutual hill
separations between proto-embryos (Figs 14 and 15), it is clear that
considerable dynamical evolution would occur if N-body interactions
were included. In future work, we will merge the models presented
here with the MERCURY6 N-body integrator (Chambers 1999) similar
to what has been achieved in recent works (e.g. Coleman & Nelson
2014, 2016a,b; Coleman et al. 2019). With the inclusions of N-
body interactions, proto-embryos would no longer be on circular,
coplanar orbits and as such, the effects of their eccentricities and
inclinations would have to be included on the pebble and planetesimal
accretion rates (Liu & Ormel 2018; Ormel & Liu 2018). We will
also include prescriptions for planet migration, in both the type I
regime when planets are embedded in the disc (Paardekooper et al.
2010; Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley 2011) and the type II regime
when planets have opened a gap in the disc (Lin & Papaloizou
1986). In order to form giant planets we will also have to allow
the proto-embryos to accrete gas from the local disc. In order to do
this we will include new fits to the 1D envelope structure model
of Coleman, Papaloizou & Nelson (2017b) that take into account
the mass properties of the proto-embryo , the proto-embryo ’s local
disc properties as well as opacity reduction factors (Poon, Nelson &
Coleman 2021).
With most previous works examining the formation of planetary
systems through either pebble or planetesimal accretion, by including
the new prescriptions detailed above, along with the planetesimal
and proto-embryo formation models shown in this paper, will allow
for a more complete beginning to end simulation for planets and
planetary systems. Only then will the effects of changing initial
models and parameters such as the planetesimal formation efficiency
(Lenz et al. 2020), or the local environment (Coleman & Haworth
2020; Sellek, Booth & Clarke 2020), will we be able to determine
where efforts need to lie in order to further explain the observed
exoplanet populations.
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